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of em must occur before the Day of Christ. Some commenttora say that Paul

simply is inconsistent. george iUigen speaks of 'the want of system which

characterizes so much of his (Pails) eschatology both here and elsewhere"

and quotes from the Grmen yrofeescr !)e&sncm: "One must be prepared for a

surging hither and. thither of great thoughts, feings, expectations.' But

the believing Christian the rob'em cannot simply be pushed. aside with a

retark th.t Paul is inconsistent. 1e do not expect inconsistency in a great

anostle, writin under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

So we rust xam1ne the rasage more carefully and see if can discover

what Paul really First, we notice tht he did. not say that, these

events must precede the rapture of the church an1 its meeting. with Christ,

but simply tht they mst precede the day of Christ. What does be mean by

1the day of Christ Possible the phrase refers to aoething which begins,

not when the believers eet the Lord in the air, but when the Lor1 and the

believers return together to this earth. From any viewpoint this latter

event must be later than the former, since I mess. ZH17 clearly states

that it is in the air and not upon this earth, that the church meets the

Lord.




Pij, then, tells the hessalonts not to be troubled by the idea

that the day of Christ has already come. Before that dy com~mso two events

will occurs first there will be the falling aweyt; then the man of sin will

be revealed.. As the nlish version stands this flatly contradicts the

teaching of many other L ?. passages, including one by Paul himself, and in

addition, it elves as a clear sign. something which might be said already to

have occurred. when the Christian era w hardly more than well started, How

would one know which apostasy was rel1y the apostasy referred to After all,

no apostasy, has been mentioned at all in the essalontan epiatls up to this

point.




The problem oThpg. 2 was one which baffled me, until quite recently.

I did. not believe that Paul here contradicted the rest of the New Testament,

but I was quite unartsin how to deal with it. Recently a letter tame to me
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